
TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HB 5724 

If passed, House Bill Number 5724 would violate The People's First Amendment codification of our 

God-given right to Speak Freely, a Right that is guaranteed to be unencumbered by congressional 

abridgment and every member of this year’s temporarily-seated public functionaries would be 

usurping authority never granted to any of you in our Constitution(s) if you vote to pass this 

bill. Communication is speech. Speech cannot be and is not a crime. Congressional encumbrance 

of speech is a crime. Violations of your Oaths of Office is a crime. 

 

I am also certain that you understand the 14th Amendment guarantee of Equal Protection of the 

Law that is violated with this so-called Judicial Protection Act that is proposed in HB 5724 in that it 

gives special protection to one set of workers (the Judges) versus all other sets of workers (the rest 

of us) who are left out of this so-called protection.  If you cannot constitutionally protect the privacy 

of all persons residing legally and lawfully in America, then you cannot protect the privacy of some 

people who reside legally and lawfully in America. That’s the Supreme Law of the Land. 

 

Please know that I am absolutely, 100 percent sympathetic ... in fact I am empathetic with Federal 

Judge Salas’ tragedy (I have also outlived my son and have grieved every single day of my life since 

his death decades ago).  No one who has ever had their child die before them will ever be the same. 

 

Every one of us grieving parents might like to see a Law named after our own child but that is not 

consistent with our US Constitution and certainly has no place in our State(s) Constitution(s). 

 

Is there a process in place that is used by The People's State House Leadership, where The People 

can redress their grievances when Acts are generated, sponsored, reviewed, voted upon and 

ofttimes passed into Law that are in direct violation of the Principles of our American 

Republic?  

 

Oh, yes, that is also a Constitutional Right protected under the First Amendment. Petitioning our 

Government for a Redress of our Grievances. 

 

The so-called Law (called Daniel’s Law) that apparently was passed in New Jersey and seems 

to be enforced at the National level is in direct violation of the US Constitution. 

 

At the State Level you should all be looking at our Federal public functionaries to find violations 

(using the Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrate) and putting a stop to these unconstitutional so-called 

laws, instead of looking at The People who pay your salaries to try to find ways to further encroach 

upon our Lives, our Liberty and our God-given Rights to individual sovereignty. 

Also, there are plenty of Laws on the books that address crimes of all kinds.  Maybe if, as a Rule of 

Law Nation, our public functionaries would begin enforcing The Law and following The 



Constitution(s), maybe we would see a reduction of crimes both inside and outside of our 

government. 

 

We pray that you take the time necessary to understand the Constitution(s) and the Oaths of 

Office that you have all taken to protect and defend the Constitution(s) because when you violate the 

Constitution you are abdicating the only job to which you have been given limited delegated authority. 

That is to protect and defend the Constitution, and violating your limited delegated authority is a 

crime. 

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

Janice Daniels 

 


